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About this report 
This report details the examination of two vehicles at two premises, one at London, ???? ?? and the 

other three at Manchester ??? ??? on Monday 6th June 2020.  

Vehicle examination 
In order to complete a satisfactory examination of the vehicle the ignition keys were required and 

these were supplied at Fredrick Road by Mrs ?????, who owns the passenger cars. 

???????  relevance to the vehicles in the investigation.  These were???? the ??? keys to the vehicles.  

I have confirmed all of the vehicles through their relevant Vehicle Identification Numbers (VIN’s) 

Vehicle keys 
Photographs of the keys are shown at addendum 0.1. 

V5 Registration documents 
I was also presented with eight (8) V5 Registration documents for the vehicles which had been stolen 

from ?????. 

These V5 Documents related to the following vehicles 

1. ??71 ???, a grey Range Rover with VIN ?????????????????. 

2. ??69 ???, a green Ford saloon with VIN ?????????????????. 

I photographed all of these registration documents and they are shown at addendum 0.2. 

Vehicles Examined. 
1. ??71 ???, a grey Range Rover with VIN ?????????????????. 

2. ??69 ???, a green Ford saloon with VIN ?????????????????. 

Location 
Location: Statford Road, London, ??? ???. 

Vehicles 
1. 1.       ??71 ???, a grey Range Rover with VIN ?????????????????. 

2. ??????? 

 

Vehicle No 1 had been reregistered as the previous registration was a private number, ?????.   

The vehicle did not show any signs of forced entry or forced starting. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………… The vehicle supported the type of ignition where a mechanical blade was 
not required but 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
….. 

In photographed the car and the matching key and these are shown at 1.1 

The key reading result for ????????? is shown at 1.2. 

Additional Information 

There has been an allegation that the vehicles ignition systems may have been overcome or 
bypassed by a ??????????? device in order to start the vehicles and commit the theft. There are a 
host of electrical devices available through outlets and the ?????????????????????? bypass the 
manufacturers security and enable the ignition system to start the engine, sometimes without the 
ignition key being present.  

Some devices ????????????, some ???????, some ??????????? and others pretend to be 
??????????? itself. All of these devices do not just enable the car to unlock and start the engine other 
factors need to be present or initiated for this to happen. For example, a key signal could be blocked 
preventing the locking of the car and then entry gained into an unlocked car. Code grabbers require 
the key to have been activated in order to get the next unlocking code but must be used next 
otherwise the code expires. ???????? attack devices work on passive keys but only on certain years 
and particular makes and models. They would also only work for a single journey until the engine is 
switched off. Many devices ??????????????????????????????????????? Diagnostic (OBD) Port 
into the vehicles electrics but this again, requires the vehicle to be unlocked.  

Car thieves ?????????????????????????? normally are professional in what they do and target 
specific vehicles for a specific purpose. Highlighted over recent years are the top range vehicles taken 
without keys as they command high prices on the ?????????????????, whether as a whole vehicle 
or broken down and ?????????????????.  

When relating these available devices ????????????????????? covered by this report we must not 
only look at the ????????????????? systems on the vehicles, but also the ????????? of the car and 
the suspected purpose of taking the car in the first place.  

Summary of Examinations 
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